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Abstract: - The average bit-error rate performance of wireless sensor networks based on the generalized appro-
ach to signal processing in the presence of noise under the use of multiple antennas at the sensor sink is investi-
gated as a function of the transmit antenna update rate at the sensor nodes when using binary phase-shift keying
signals in flat Rayleigh fading channels. This scheme achieves an order of diversity equal to the product of the
number of transmit sensor node antennas and receive sensor sink ones. Therefore, it can gain significant diver-
sity benefits over traditional receive diversity schemes by distributing the antennas over transmit and receive si-
de (sensor nodes and sensor sink, respectively). We study two cases: an ideal transmit antenna selection and
non-ideal transmit antenna selection.
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1 Introduction
Wireless sensor network systems based on the gene-
ralized approach to signal processing in the presence
of noise [1]-[ 5] using multiple antennas at the recei-
ver of sensor sink may draw considerable attention as
a means for improving the spectral efficiency or the
reliability of wireless sensor network systems over
fading channels. The spatial diversity scheme analy-
zed in this paper forms a combination of selection
combining at the transmitter of sensor nodes and ma-
ximum-ratio combining (MRC) at the generalized re-
ceiver of sensor sink. We assume the transmitter at
the sensor nodes is equipped with K antennas and the
generalized receiver at the sensor sink possesses L
antennas. In the proposed scheme, we assume the tra-
nsmitter at the sensor nodes selects that antenna out
of the K transmit antennas which results in the high-
est total received power and only transmits data sym-
bol from this antenna.

At the input of the generalized receiver at the sen-
sor sink, the signals originating from the selected tra-
nsmit antenna of the sensor nodes are coherently co-
mbining using the maximum-ratio combining. The
average bit-error rate (BER) of this combined spatial
diversity scheme is derived when using binary phase-
shift keying (BPSK) signals over narrow-band flat
Rayleigh fading channels and the performance degra-

dation due to the time-varying nature of the wireless
sensor network channels is analyzed.

By using only one transmit antenna at the sensor
nodes, computationally efficient one-dimensional
processing remains possible. Furthermore, the trans-
mitter at the sensor nodes needs only be equipped
with one front-end and an analog switch, substantial-
ly reducing the transmitter's complexity and required
power. Thus, this scheme can be applied in the up-
link of wireless sensor network systems, where tran-
smit diversity utilizing space-time codes [6] or trans-
mit diversity combining [7] may not be applicable
due to power and complexity constraints for the sen-
sor sink. Finally, transmit antenna selection at the se-
nsor nodes provides a higher degree of robustness
against channel estimation errors and time variation
of the channels than transmit diversity schemes
which require full channel knowledge at the transmit-
ter of sensor nodes [7].

In this paper, we assume the feedback from the ge-
neralized receiver at the sensor sink to the transmitter
at the sensor nodes, required for the antenna selecti-
on, is neglected since the amount of feedback infor-
mation is limited compared to full channel knowled-
ge transmit diversity schemes [7]. Furthermore, we
obtain in this paper that the required feedback rate
for time-varying channels is limited. Hence, the resu-
lting overall overhead is small.
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An alternative transmit/receive diversity scheme
discussed in [8] utilizes selection diversity both at the
transmitter and receiver sides (the sensor nodes and
the sensor sink). When only the transmit/receive an-
tenna pair with the highest channel co-efficient is us-
ed, this alternative scheme is identical to Kx L -fold
receive selection combining scheme, which achieves
an order of diversity K xL. As was shown in [9], the
selection combining/maximum-ratio combining also
obtains an order of diversity equal to K xL. Howev-
er, the additional maximum-ratio combining gain de-
termined by L ensures the better performance in co-
mparison with the alternative combined transmit/di-
versity scheme [9].

2 System Model
The sampled complex baseband signals received at
the loth antenna of the generalized detector in the i-th
signaling interval, when using only transmit antenna
k, can be written as

xdi]=ak/[i]s[i]+nk/[i] , (1)

where ak/[i] is the time-varying complex channel ga-
in from antenna k to antenna I, s[i] is the transmitted

symbol, and nkl[i] is a zero-mean complex Gaussian
variable representing the additive white Gaussian no-

ise with variance 0"; .
Each channel gain is assumed to be a complex va-

riable with a Rayleigh distributed amplitude and a
uniformly distributed phase within the limits of the
interval [-n,n]. Furthermore, all gains are assumed

to be independent and identically distributed. The au-
tocorrelation function of the coefficients a kl[i] , acco-
rding to Jakes' model, is given by

Raa[i] = Jo(2nFDTsi) , (2)

where J 00 stands for the zero-order Bessel function,

FD is the Doppler fading rate (assumed equal for all

channels), and T,. is the symbol period.
For each transmit antenna k = 1. . . K , the total inst-

antaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit qk [i] at
the output of the generalized detector after perform-
ing maximum-ratio combining is given by [2]

E L

qk[i]= G Lak/[i],aZ,[i] .
...;40": 1=1

Here,* denotesthe complex conjugate and Ebis the
average energy per bit in the transmitted sym-

bolss[i]. 40": is the variance of the process obser-
ved at the output of the generalized receiver at the
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sensor sink. The average bit SNR per channel is defi-
ned as

q=REb M{ak/[i]-aZI[i]},
40"4n

where M {-}is the mean, and does not depend on k, I,
or i. At time i = 0, the transmit antenna b at the sen-

sor nodes with the largest total SNR qb[O] is select-
ed.

As was mentioned in [9], the performance of selec-
tion combining/maximum-ratio combining scheme
depends heavily on the ability to track time-varying
channel coefficients. The maximum-ratio combining
coefficients can easily be updated by inserting pilot
symbols or by using a decision-directed channel es-
timation approach. Therefore, the perfect knowledge
of the maximum-ratio combining coefficients is assu-
med. Updating the optimal transmit antenna at the se-
nsor node however requires estimation of the channel
parameters for each transmit antenna at the sensor
nodes and receiver-transmitter feedback. In practical
applications, the feedback rate will necessarily be li-
mited, resulting in performance degradation. A trade-
off dependent on the Doppler fading rate of the chan-
nel can be made between performance loss and over-
head.

(4)

3 Probability of Error
We compute the average probability of error ~r[i] for
binary phase-shift keying signals at the output of the
generalized receiver at the sensor sink using the
procedure discussed in [10]. For this purpose, we av-

erage the probability of error P.r[i] conditional on the

instantaneous bit SNR qb[i] over the probability dist-

ribution density fb (q b[iD of qb[i]-
~r[i]= JcI>{qb[i]}fb(qb[iDd(qb[iD ,

0

(5)

where

(3)

1 x 2

cI>(x)=- Je-O.5UduJ2i--
is the error integral.

The average probability of error P.r[i] is computed
for two cases: a) sufficiently high feedback rate resu-
lting in an optimal transmit antenna selection at the
sensor nodes and b) the effect of a limited feedback
rate is taken into consideration. Consider these two
cases.

(6)
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3.1 Ideal Transmit Antenna Selection
Since the symbol rate should be many times faster
than the channel fading rate, the transmit antenna up-
date rate at the sensor nodes can also be made signi-
ficantly higher than the fading rate of the channels.
Then, the channels remain almost constant between
updates and the time index i can be dropped. The to-
tal instantaneous SNRs per bit qk are distributed ac-

cording to a central chi-square probability distributi-
on density f(qk) with 2L degrees of freedom [10]

L-\

f(qk)= (L~kl)!qLexp(- ~) .
The probability distribution function F( qk) for the

aggregate SNRs per bit qk is given by

F(qk)=l-exp(- q.::.)f~(~)' .q /;0 f. q

Since these qk are independent, the probability dis-

tribution density fb(qb) of the resulting instantaneo-
us SNR per bit

qb =maxk;\...K{qk}
can be obtained directly in the following form

fb(qb)=KF(qb)K-\ f(qb) . (10)
By expanding (10) with the multi-nominal formula
and combining it with (5), the average probability of

error 1.r can be written in the following form

1.r= K! ,I[br!l(a:,br)ft(-,1)nr.l],(11)
(L-I). r br+IIT ,/;0 f.

ar nr,l'
[;0

where
L-I

ar = Inr,l +1
[;0

(12)

and
L-\

br = Ifnr,l +L-I .
[;0

The sum over r in (11)-(13) extends over all possible

sets Sr of L + I positive integers nr,l such that
L

Inr,[=K-I.
[;0

The basic integral l(ar,br) used in (11) is given

by [10]
~ b QrX

l(ar,br) = (~ Yr+\fXb r, e -T <l>(x)dx
q 0 r'

(13)

(14)
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=C-Jir )br+lt (
br ~i)C+Jir)i , (15)

2 ~O I 2
where

Jir=~q~ar .
(16)

(7)

3.2 Nonideal Transmit Antenna Selection
When the update rate is not sufficiently high compa-
red to the Doppler fading rate, the channels fade sig-
nificantly between updates of the optimal transmit
antenna at the sensor nodes and severe performance
degradation occurs. When the update rate is too low,
the diversity gain from the transmit antenna array at
the sensor nodes disappears and only L-fold maxim-
um-ratio combining diversity remains.

In order to compute the average probability of er-

ror 1.r [i] we use the procedure proposed in [11]. The
probability distribution density fb (qb[i]) can be dete-
rmined in the following form

fb (qb[i]) =K{}f(q\[O]) F(q\[O])K-I
0

Xf(qj[i]lq\[O])dq\[o]}lqj[ij;Qh[i]' (17)

The conditional probability distribution density

f(q\[i]1 ql[O]) is found using the conditional proba-

bility distribution density f(x[i] Ix[O]) for a Gaussian

variable x[i] with the autocorrelation function

Rxx [i][ 11]

f(x[i] Ix[O])= 5 exp(21UJi

(8)

(9)

(x[i] - kx[0])2 )
20-2 'I

(18)
where

k = Rxx[i]
RxAO]

(19)

and

0-2=R [0] - R;[i] .
1 XX Rxx [0]

By applying (18)-(20) to each of the 2L independent
components of q I [i], the probability distribution de-

nsity f(q\ [i]Iql[0]) can be found in the following
form [9]

(20)
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. L-I

f( [i]1 [O]) -~ ( q\[l] )z
q\ ql - qi eq\[O]

xexp( ql[i] +!2ql[0]). IL-l (2k..jq~i]q\[0]),
qi qi

(21)
where I L-I(-) is the modified Bessel function of the
first kind of order L - 1,

k = Raa[i] ,
Raa [0]

(22)

and

- =~ (R [0] - R~a[i])q, ~ aa R [0]-V40- n aa

with Raa [i] defined in (2). This conditional probabi-

lity distribution density is a time-dependent, noncen-
tral chi-square distribution with 2L degrees of free-
dom which tends to approach a central chi-square di-
stribution as i -,) 00, implying that in the limit only
the maximum-ratio combining diversity remains.

After inserting f(q][i]lq][O]) in (17), using the
multinomial formula, and solving the integral by cha-

nging the variables from q][O] to r\ =~ql[O] and us-

ing the tabulated integral [12], the final probability
distribution density fb (q b[i]) is given by

. K!q;-][i] ( qb[i])
fh(qh[l]) = [(L -1),]2 :"'Lexp --=-. qi q,

~ [ br! ( . k2qb[i])x L L' ] F] br + 1,L, -2

(qcr)br+IIInr,/! qiCr
1=0

(23)

L

XII (-,1 )nrJ]
1=0 [.

where

(24)

a e
c=~+-r - -

q qj

and] FI(-) stands for the confluent hypergeometric

function [10]. The average probability of error at sig-
naling interval i as given by (5), could not be solved
in closed form. By this reason, this integral is evalua-
ted numerically.

(25)

4 Numerical Results
In [9] the analysis of the average probability of error
versus average SNR per channel for different setups
with a total number of antennas K + L =8 when the
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feedback rate is sufficiently high is presented in more
detail for the maximum-ratio combining. It was
shown, for example, that the case (K, L) = (1,7) cor-

responding to receive maximum-ratio combining out-
performs significantly the case (K, L) = (7,1) corres-

ponding to transmit selection combining. Also, it was
presented that for the SNR region of interest the opti-
mal distribution of antennas corresponds to the case
(K,L)= (3,5) with diversity order 15, due to the hig-
her maximum-ratio combining gain.

The main purpose of numerical results in this paper
is to show superiority under an employment of the
generalized receiver in wireless sensor network sys-
tems over, for example, the use of the Neyman-Pear-
son detector. Figure 1 shows the average probability
of error versus average SNR per channel q for the

optimal distribution of antennas (K,L)=(3,5) in the
maximum-ratio combining case when the feed-back
rate is sufficiently high. The results presented in Fig.
1 show us that the generalized receiver in wireless
sensor network systems under maximum-ratio com-
bining at the sensor sink significantly outperforms
the Neyman-Pearson detector.

10 0

~
10"4

10"

10"'

a 12 l' 20 24 28 32

Average SNR per Channel (dB)

Figure 1. Average bit-error probability versus avera-
ge SNR q at the detector output for binary phase-shi-

ft keying signals in independent identically distribu-
ted Rayleigh fading.
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5 Conclusions
The average probability of error under an employm-
ent of the generalized receiver in wireless sensor ne-
twork systems for combined antenna selection at the
sensor nodes with maximum-ratio combining at the
sensor sink in flat Rayleigh fading for binary phase-
shift keying signals was derived. This simple combi-
ned transmit/receive spatial diversity scheme achie-
ves an order of diversity equal to the product of tran-
smit antennas at the sensor nodes and receive antenn-

as at the sensor sink. A superiority of employment of
the generalized receiver in wireless sensor network
systems over the Neyman-Pearson detector under the
use of combined antenna selection at the sensor no-

des with maximum-ratio combining at the sensor
sink in flat Rayleigh fading for binary phase-shift
keying signals is demonstrated.
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